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Join a great STUDY TOUR!
3ENCULT Study Tour - historic buildings renovation in Bologna
The 3ENCULT project offers you a free study tour opportunity for city representatives.
European city centers are of great historic and cultural value. How can we improve energy
efficiency and the use of renewable energy while protecting historic buildings?
Explore these elements in the context of local policy and urban planning, learn about
technology options from experts and explore social and economic benefits for your
community!

Where?
When?
What?

The vivacious City of Bologna, Italy
24 April 2013
A whole day of innovative solutions and smart ideas on how to preserve
your historic buildings more energy-efficiently. Half a day details and half a
day site visits.

Who?

Local government representatives based in Southern Europe and the
Mediterranean Region:
• Local decision-makers who guide the urban planning strategy and/or

climate protection work of the municipality.
• Technical staff working with monument protection, building and energy.

Why?

There are many good reasons for engaging in this field, among others:
•

Preserving cultural heritage in a changing world.



Climate change mitigation and adaptation.



Sustainable energy action planning.



Sustainable urban tourism.

Limited space – max. 20 people! Register soon by e-mailing us: ccp-europe@iclei.org.
This study tour takes place in the framework of the 3ENCULT project, co-funded by 7th Framework
Programme – www.3encult.eu. It is co-organised by ICLEI Europe, the City of Bologna, and Alma Mater
Studiorum University of Bologna.
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DRAFT PROGRAMME:
Venue:

Palazzo d´Accursio
Sala degli Anziani
Piazza Maggiore, 6
40124 - Bologna, Italia

Wednesday, 24 April 2013
Tour leaders: Giorgia Rambelli, ICLEI Europe and City of Bologna

09 :15

Registration

09:30

Welcome - Event moderator: Giorgia Rambelli, ICLEI Europe

09:30 – 10:00

Integrating historic building into climate policy and actions
Presentation by: Giovanni Fini, City of Bologna (tbc)

10:00 – 10:20

3ENCULT- developing win-win solutions for users comfort and energy
efficiency in historic buildings
Presentation by: Alexandra Troi, EURAC

10:20 – 10:40

Question time and discussions:
What do you as participant want to focus on in the study tour? Identify
key issues to be explored and answered during the study tour.

10:40 – 11:00

Coffee break

11:00 – 11:20

National heritage site – 3ENCULT case study: Palazzina della Viola
“A living lab for preserving and creating culture”
Presentation by: Camilla Colla – University of Bologna
Focus: Palazzina della Viola, a XVIth century building turned into a service
area for 7,000 international and exchange students at Bologna University.
Following the refurbishment, post-intervention diagnoses are regularly
performed in the building and are used to evaluate ways to improve both
user comfort and energy efficiency.

11:20 – 11:40

National heritage site - 3ENCULT case study: Palazzo d´Accursio
“Energy efficient preservation through local integrated strategies”
Presentation by: Manuela Faustini, City of Bologna
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Focus: the Palazzo d´Accursio is a 13th century sandstone palace owned
by the Municipality and hosts a museum. The Palazzo represents a unique
combination of architectural and decorative styles. A centuries old
building becoming a living, valuable energy efficient historic monument, in
use by citizens.
The refurbishment, in line with Bologna´s objective to reduce the city’s
CO2 emissions has just started, giving participants the opportunity of
exploring the work-in progress. The restoration of Palazzo D´Accursio is a
great example of successful collaboration within the departments of the
local administration and with the local University.
11:40 - 12:00

National heritage site – Asilo Giaccaglia Betti
Presentation by: Roberto Cioni – Architect, responsible for the project
This kindergarten, built in the 1930s, is protected by the National Heritage
Protection Agency. Still in use, the building was recently refurbished with
a focus on energy efficiency and comfort of the user - a particularly
challenging process, as it was built in Parco della Montagnola. This is a
monumental park, and thus subject to heritage protection constraints.

12:00 – 13:30

Lunch

13:30 – 18:00

Site visits x 3 (approx 1.5 hours per visit)
Experts will guide participants through the visit:
•

Palazzo D´Accursio: Manuela Faustini, City of Bologna
Strada Maggiore, 44 40125 Bologna

•

Palazzina della Viola: Camilla Colla, University of Bologna
Via Irnerio, 42, 40126, Bologna

•

Asilo Giaccaglia Betti: Roberto Cioni, Architect
Via Irnerio, 2/2A, 40126, Bologna

